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GLOBAL ECONOMICS  

DAILY POINTS 

May 30, 2023 @ 7:30 EST KEY POINTS: 

• Three factors are dominating global markets this morning 

• EGBs, US Ts rally after Spanish CPI falls short and drones hit Moscow 

• Sterling gains, gilts cheapen on surge in shop prices 

• US consumer confidence on tap... 

• ...as consumers’ inflation expectations remain high 

• Alberta’s UCP majority outcome unlikely to alter provincial spreads 

Stocks and bonds are both generally richer into the N.A. session. US Treasury yields are 

down by 5–7bps across the curve, Canada’s curve is performing similarly to the US at the 

front-end but underperforming across longer maturities, and yields on EGBs are similarly 

lower across maturities and countries with slightly cheaper gilts the exception. S&P 

futures are up by about ½% while the Nasdaq is up by 1¼% and with TSX futures a touch 

higher amid mixed European cash markets that have London and Paris down by ¼% but 

other exchanges up by around ½%. The USD is slightly weaker with sterling leading 

gainers. 

US and UK market participants are returning from holidays to monitor debt ceiling 

developments before tomorrow’s probable vote in the House but yields across EGBs fell 

as soon as Spanish inflation hit and around the same time that drones hit Moscow and 

escalated tensions. The two effects spilled over into Treasuries and Canadas. 

Spanish CPI inflation landed quite a lot softer than expected in May. On an EU 

Harmonized basis, it fell by -0.2% m/m NSA (consensus +0.2%) with the year-over-year 

rate ebbing to 2.9% (3.3% consensus, 3.8% prior). Chart 1 shows our seasonally adjusted 

m/m change and how pressures have ebbed. This is just one country, however, and 

Germany, France and Italy all report tomorrow before the EU tally on Thursday. 

Sterling is outperforming and gilts are cheaper after the British Retail Consortium’s 

monthly Shop Price Index jumped by 0.5% m/m and that took the year-over-year rate 

higher to 9%. Both food (15.4% y/y) and non food (5.8% y/y) prices contributed to the 

acceleration. This measure is not at all ebbing even with year-ago base effects (chart 2). 

Alberta’s United Conservative Party won a majority in yesterday’s election and is leading 

in 49 of 87 ridings with 52.6% of the vote. This is as much a defeat for Trudeau as it is a 

victory for the UCP that will complicate the Federal Government’s environmental policies. 

No impact on Alberta spreads is likely given the minimal surprise factor and more 

important drivers of provincial bond spreads. 

On tap into the N.A. session is just US consumer confidence for the month of May 

(10amET). It could be a tough call given competing effects, but most within consensus 

expect a mild deterioration (consensus 99 from 101.3, Scotia 100). The prior month’s wage 

growth picked up and nonfarm payrolls beat expectations to help set the stage for May 

when gas prices were little changed over April. The S&P spent much of May treading water 

compared to April when it rebounded from the temporary hit in March that was due to 

Chart 1 
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Chart 2 

Country Date Time Indicator Period BNS Consensus Latest

CA 05-30 08:30 Current Account (C$ bn a.r.) 1Q -- -10.2 -10.6

US 05-30 09:00 S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index (m/m) Mar 0.0 0.0 0.1

US 05-30 09:00 S&P/Case-Shiller Home Price Index (y/y) Mar -1.8 -1.6 0.4

US 05-30 10:00 Consumer Confidence Index May 100 99.0 101.3

US 05-30 10:30 Dallas Fed. Manufacturing Activity May -- -18.0 -23.4

US 05-30 13:00 Fed's Barkin Speaks on Monetary Policy
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peak concerns around regional bank developments. The 30-year fixed mortgage rate is 

ending the second half of May a touch higher than during the month of April. 

What could also matter is what the confidence survey says about inflation expectations. Chart 

3 shows the two measures of 1-year ahead consumer inflation expectations. They are not the 

greatest gauges, but consumer expectations are not showing signs of relief. 

Otherwise, there are only minor gauges due out including US S&P repeat-sales house prices 

for March that are expected to land flat in m/m terms (9amET) and the Dallas Fed’s 

manufacturing gauge for May (10:30amET).  

Chart 3 
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